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For immediate release

More than 50 homes now benefit from cheaper electricity bills because of Gullen Range
Wind Farm’s Clean Energy Program
Today, BJCE Australia’s Gullen Range Wind Farm announced a funding milestone, having successfully
delivered more than 50 Clean Energy Program grants, totalling over $345,000, to local homes. The
first of its kind in Australia, the Clean Energy Program enables residents and businesses, within 5 km
of the wind farm, to apply for grants to make their homes more energy efficient.
A $6500 grant is provided to eligible applicants, which is typically spent on solar PV or solar hot water
systems, although it can also be used for other energy efficiency measures.
“In addition to reducing their household’s carbon footprint, these installations will save residents
money on their power bills for years to come”, said Derek Powell, Deputy Manager of BJCE Australia.
“The Program is proving very popular, with 110 applications received so far. To date, fifty-four houses
have had work completed to improve energy efficiency and the home owners are now saving money
on their power bills. The Program has also benefited local suppliers, who have undertaken the majority
of installation work”.
The Clean Energy Program forms part of the wind farm’s Community Enhancement Program, which is
now in its fifth year. The Clean Energy Program comprises two stages. The first step is an energy audit,
which helps the resident identify the best way to improve energy efficiency in their home and
maximise potential power bill savings. The second step is applying for the energy efficiency grant.
Robyn Diamond, Clean Energy Program grant recipient, said “Gullen Range Wind Farm paid for an
energy audit of our house, and we immediately saw the opportunity to switch to electric heating and
install solar panels to offset our energy bills. We found applying to the Program quite straightforward
and the wind farm was happy to answer any questions we had during the application process”.
If you live within 5km of Gullen Range Wind Farm and believe you could be eligible please contact
Gullen Range Wind Farm on 1800 509711 or email info@gullenrangewindfarm.com.
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Further background on the Clean Energy Program
The Clean Energy Program forms part of Gullen Range Wind Farm’s Community Enhancement
Program. The Clean Energy Program sits alongside the Community Fund, which supports community
projects or initiatives within 10kms of the Wind Farm. For more information about the Clean Energy
Program click here.
About BJCE Australia
Beijing Jingneng Clean Energy (Australia) Holding Pty Ltd (BJCE Australia) is wholly owned by Beijing
Jingneng Clean Energy Co. Limited (BJCE) through its Hong Kong subsidiary. BJCE was established in
August 2010 and is the leading supplier of wind power in China. Listed on the Hong Kong stock
exchange in 2011, BJCE’s portfolio includes gas, wind, solar PV and hydroelectricity. As at 2017, BJCE
owned and operated in excess of 8GW of clean and renewable energy generation assets. BJCE initially
entered the Australian renewable energy market in 2014 by purchasing a 75% stake of the 165.5MW
Gullen Range Wind Farm. BJCE Australia was subsequently formed in mid-2017 and is targeting a 1GW
clean energy generation portfolio by 2023. BJCE Australia has built an experienced local team of
people to drive this growth, with further expansion under way. BJCE is based in Beijing and the
headquarters of BJCE Australia are in Sydney.
About Gullen Range Wind Farm
Gullen Range Wind Farm is an operational wind farm in the Southern Tablelands of NSW, Australia. It
is owned by New Gullen Range Wind Farm Pty Ltd (NGRWF). The wind farm consists of 73 turbines
and produces 165.5MW of renewable power in ideal wind conditions. On an average day it produces
enough energy to power in excess of 70,000 average homes. By 2020, Gullen Range Wind Farm will
have saved 2.7 million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions compared to conventional power
generation.
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